Dancing with the troubles of AI
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We have designed a ritual that embraces the magical, illogical, delightful, and laughable. Through that experience, we rehearsed with our bodies protocols for anticipating, noticing and addressing ethical tensions in AI. We have facilitated this as a participatory experience 4 times for over 100 people, including industry, researchers, and practitioners from many disciplines. At Pivot, we will be presenting insights from our investigations into ethics of AI using Research through Design, and inspired by Indigenous AI protocols, and Ritual Design. We will reflect on the relations between ethics and kinesthetics. Beyond the duties of data management, privacy, justice, diversity, we aim to support abilities to design for “a world where many worlds fit”; capacities to respond to uncertainty with music, movements, and ethical doings. We are 4 creative ethic-ticians, working in the areas of design, fashion, arts, and philosophy, making tools and spaces to inspire, drive, support and assess innovation responsive to societal and planetary crises, which we call Ethics through Design.
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